Hearsall Community Academy
Kingston Road
Coventry
CV5 6LR
Tel: 02476674625
Email:admin@hearsallacademy.org
Friday 15th September, 2017
Dear Parents,
Welcome back to Hearsall! This letter is to keep you informed about some of the work our children will be
doing in Year 3 and to give you a snapshot of our busy Autumn term.
Theme
Our theme this term is ‘Tomb Raiders’. We will travel back in time to 1922, the
year Howard Carter discovered the tomb of Tutankhamun, and explore who the
Ancient Egyptians were and how they lived. We will be developing our artistic
skills by creating 3D pieces such as death masks and canopic jars. Also we will
study Egypt as a country and find where it is in the world and when it is best to
visit as a holiday destination.
English
Our English work this term includes:
• Traditional Tales
• Information Texts
• Contemporary Fiction, focusing on Claude in the City by Alex T Smith
• Writing recounts from our trip
• List poetry
Within this written work the focus will continue to be on the accurate use of punctuation, awareness of
tense and varying the sentence types used in writing, for example, embedded clauses. We shall continue to
encourage the children’s enthusiasm and independence, when writing. They will be continuing to learn to spell
words with common spelling patterns and irregular High Frequency words.
Mathematics
This year we will begin by exploring place value, looking at what the different digits represent in numbers.
We shall then move on to addition and subtraction and develop written methods which will enable the
children to tackle calculations with larger numbers. Also the children will be working on multiplication and
division, learning multiplication facts for the 4 and 8 timetables. Throughout we will be focusing on
mathematical vocabulary and encouraging the children to explain how they solve problems.
Religious Education – RE
Sikhism
Children will consider the ways in which people live and identify diversity and belonging. Children
will consider the relevance of different signs, symbols and clothing within the faith.
Physical Education – PE
We will have two lessons of PE a week; one on a Wednesday and one on a Thursday. PE kit
consists of a plain white t-shirt, Navy, Grey or Black shorts, elastic-sided or Velcro

plimsolls, plain dark coloured jogging bottoms and a sweatshirt may be worn in cold weather. Children will
need to have both an indoor and an outdoor kit with suitable footwear for each. This can be brought to
school on a Monday and left for the week.
Outdoor Adventure Activities: We will be having Miss Dymeck in school on a Thursday who is a sports coach
across the academy. The children will use maps and diagrams to orientate themselves and successfully
navigate around a simple course. They will participate in a range of activities which involve working with and
trusting others.
Basketball: In basketball, the children will learn to perform fundamental basketball skills, such as passing,
catching, shooting and dribbling. They will develop their understanding of spacial awareness and begin to use
the basic rules.
Personal, Social and Health Education – PSHE
Being Me in My World and Celebrating Differences
Children will, with the help of Jigsaw Jo – our PSHE circle time friend, learn about how they
can share what makes them different and why it is important to celebrate these differences.
Alongside this we will have a focus on anti-bullying and friendship. Special songs will help us
with this learning. We will also be using the chime bar to support us in feeling calm and mindful.
Science
In Science, the children will be studying two units of work.
As part of ‘Mirror Mirror’ they will investigate the different properties of materials with
the main focus being reflection.
They will also complete the unit ‘Food and our Bodies’. This topic looks at where animals get
food from and why it is important, as well as skeletons and muscles.
Homework
The children will have one POWer Project to complete. This will consist of open-ended
activities relating to our creative curriculum theme, for the children to choose. All children
understand that the work should be completed to the same standard as they would do in
class. Each activity has how many POWer points its worth. The children will aim to collect a
minimum of five POWer points.
In addition, children will be given weekly spellings to practise, which cover the spelling pattern that they
have been learning that week. We would like children to be listened to reading at least three times a week. A
short English or Maths task will be set weekly linked to that week’s learning and focus.
Many thanks for your continued support.
Yours sincerely,
Miss Hurley and Miss Wood
Year 3 Class Teachers

